Abstract. We consider a descriptive version of Kakutani equivalence for Borel automorphisms of Polish spaces. Answering a question of Nadkarni, we show that up to this notion, there are exactly two Borel automorphisms: those which are smooth, and those which are not. Using this, we classify all Borel R-flows up to C ∞ time-change isomorphism. We then extend the notion of Kakutani equivalence to all (not necessarily injective) Borel functions, and provide a variety of results leading towards a full classification of Borel functions on Polish spaces. The main technical tools are a series of Glimm-Effros and Dougherty-Jackson-Kechris style embedding theorems.
Introduction
Suppose that X is a Polish space and f : X → X is a Borel function. The orbit of a point x under f is given by [x] f = {y ∈ X : ∃m, n ∈ N (f m (x) = f n (y))}, and the forward orbit of x under f is given by [x] → f = {f n (x) : n ∈ N}. We say that f is aperiodic if all of its forward orbits are infinite. When f is injective, this is equivalent to the assertion that all of its orbits are infinite.
A set A ⊆ X is an f -complete section if it contains (perhaps infinitely many) points of every orbit of f . A set A ⊆ X is f -recurrent if it intersects the forward orbit of every point of A infinitely often. The induced transformation associated with an f -recurrent set A ⊆ X is the map f A : A → A given by f A (x) = f n (x), where n ∈ Z + is least such that f n (x) ∈ A. It is not difficult to see that if A ⊆ X is an f -recurrent Borel set, then the induced transformation f A : A → A is Borel.
A set A ⊆ X is an f -transversal if it contains exactly one point of every orbit of f . We say that f is smooth if it admits a Borel transversal. Such functions are descriptive set-theoretically trivial.
We say that aperiodic Borel functions f : X → X and g : Y → Y are conjugate, or f ∼ =B g, if there is a Borel isomorphism π : X → Y such that π • f = g • π.
A question dating back to Poincaré, in the context of compact continuous Rflows, is whether two such flows are time-change isomorphic, i.e., whether there is a homeomorphism between the underlying spaces X and Y that sends ≤ X to ≤ Y . The same question can be posed in the purely descriptive setting, where we say that two free Borel R-flows X and Y are time-change isomorphic if there is a Borel isomorphism π : X → Y such that ∀x 1 , x 2 ∈ X (x 1 ≤ X x 2 ⇔ π(x 1 ) ≤ Y π(x 2 )).
Theorem B. All non-smooth free Borel R-flows are time-change isomorphic.
In fact, it is not difficult to see that the time-change isomorphism can be chosen in such a way that the corresponding map f : X × R → R for which π(r + x) = f x (r)+π(x) is C ∞ . There is also a straightforward extension of the above definition of time-change to all (not necessarily free) Borel R-flows, and the above theorem then gives rise to a classification of all Borel R-flows.
The notion of C ∞ -time-change isomorphism makes sense also for free actions of R d , and has indeed been studied in the literature in different contexts. Surprisingly, in the measure theoretic setting, the case d ≥ 2 is much simpler than the case d = 1. For example, it follows from the work of Rudolph [15] and Feldman [4] and [5] that there is only one equivalence class for d ≥ 2, while there is a continuum of possibilities when d = 1. While the above remarks imply that the situation trivializes in the descriptive setting for d = 1, the following remains open:
Problem C. Classify Borel R d -actions up to C ∞ -time-change isomorphism.
In §2, we prove Theorems A and B (in fact, we prove a recent topological strengthening of Theorem A due to Boykin-Jackson [1] ). Although these are perhaps the most quotable results of the paper, we actually obtained them some time ago, and have since embarked upon the project of classifying all Borel functions up to Kakutani equivalence. While this project remains incomplete, in the remainder of the paper we discuss various results in this direction.
We say that f : X → X Kakutani embeds into g : Y → Y , or f K g, if there is a Borel function π : X → Y such that ∀x 1 , x 2 ∈ X (x 1 ≤ f x 2 ⇔ π(x 1 ) ≤ g π(x 2 )).
We say that f : X → X and g : Y → Y are Kakutani bi-embeddable, or f ≡ K g, if f K g and g K f . A simple Schröder-Bernstein argument shows that if f ≡ K g, then f ∼ =K g. While the converse holds for Borel automorphisms, it does not hold in general.
The odometer is the isometry of 2 N given by σ(x) = 0 n 1y if x = 1 n 0y, 0
1. f is antichainable.
2. σ K f .
In §3, we introduce also a 2-to-1 analog σ 2 of the odometer. Given functions f : X → X and g : Y → Y , we use f ⊕ g to denote the function on the disjoint union X Y which agrees with f on X and which agrees with g on Y .
Theorem F. Suppose that X is a Polish space and f : X → X is an aperiodic Borel function. Then exactly one of the following holds:
1. f is of the form f a ⊕ f l , with f a antichainable and f l essentially injective.
σ 2 K f .
In §4, we prove the following maximality property of the 2-to-1 odometer:
Theorem G. Every countable-to-one aperiodic Borel function on a Polish space can be Kakutani embedded into σ 2 .
We say that f is essentially countable-to-one if it admits a recurrent Borel complete section B ⊆ X such that f B is countable-to-one. By combining Theorems F and G, we obtain the following:
Theorem H. The Kakutani equivalence class of σ 2 consists precisely of the essentially countable-to-one aperiodic Borel functions which are not of the form f a ⊕ f l , where f a is antichainable and f l is essentially injective.
For α < ω 1 , let [α] N = {x ∈ α N : ∀n ∈ N (x(n) < x(n + 1))}. We use s [α] to denote the unilateral shift on [α] N . In §5, we study the Kakutani equivalence class of s [ω] , which we denote also by s [N] .
Theorem I. Suppose that X is a Polish space and f : X → X is an aperiodic Borel function. Then exactly one of the following holds:
1. f is essentially injective.
s
Theorem N. The functions of the form s [ω α ] , for ω ≤ α < ω 1 , are strictly increasing with respect to Kakutani reducibility.
On the other hand, the functions of the form s [ω α ] , for ω ≤ α < ω 1 , are all Kakutani equivalent to the shift s (N) on the space (N)
N of injective sequences of natural numbers. The functions s [N] and s (N) are not Kakutani equivalent, however.
For each α < ω 1 , let α N denote the set of x ∈ α N such that x(0) < x(1) and ∃ ∞ n ∈ N (x(n) < x(n + 1)) and ∀n ∈ N (x(n) ≤ x(n + 1)).
We use s α to denote the function induced by the unilateral shift on α N . We denote also s ω by s N , which happens to be Kakutani equivalent to s (N) . Taken together, our results lead to the following picture of Kakutani equivalence: r r r r r r r smooth σ s [N] σ⊕s [N] s 
Descriptive Kakutani equivalence of automorphisms and flows
In this section, we classify completely Borel automorphisms and R-flows up to Kakutani equivalence and time-change isomorphism. We begin with the following simple observation:
Proposition 2.1. All smooth aperiodic Borel automorphisms of uncountable Polish spaces are conjugate.
Proof. Suppose that f : X → X and g : Y → Y are smooth aperiodic Borel automorphisms of uncountable Polish spaces, and fix Borel transversals A ⊆ X and B ⊆ Y . As A and B are necessarily uncountable, there is a Borel isomorphism π : A → B, and then the map f n (x) → g n • π(x), for x ∈ A and n ∈ Z, is a Borel isomorphism of f and g.
It should be noted that if f is smooth and g is non-smooth, then g K f , since otherwise a Borel transversal for f could be pulled back to obtain a Borel transversal for g. It follows that the smooth aperiodic Borel automorphisms of uncountable Polish spaces form a single Kakutani bi-embeddability class. Even if we drop the requirement that f is an automorphism, a similar argument gives: Proposition 2.2. All smooth aperiodic Borel functions on Polish spaces with the same number of orbits are Kakutani equivalent.
Of course, the difficult part of our task is to understand Kakutani embeddability of non-smooth automorphisms. In Shelah-Weiss [16] , it is shown that for every nonsmooth Borel automorphism f : X → X on a Polish space, there is an atomless probability measure µ which is f -ergodic (i.e., every f -invariant Borel set is µ-null or µ-conull). The main technical result from which their theorem was obtained can be rephrased as follows: Theorem 2.3 (Shelah-Weiss). The odometer can be Kakutani embedded into every non-smooth aperiodic Borel automorphism on a Polish space.
That is, the odometer is K -minimal among all non-smooth aperiodic Borel automorphisms. By modifying the construction from the proof of Theorem 7.1 in Dougherty-Jackson-Kechris [3] , we have shown that the odometer is also maximal. Rather than give our original argument here, we will show instead a topological strengthening which has been subsequently obtained by Boykin-Jackson (a sketch of their proof appears in Boykin-Jackson [1] ). We need first some preliminaries.
Suppose that E, F are Borel equivalence relations on X, Y . A reduction of E to F is a Borel function π : X → Y such that
An embedding is an injective reduction. Associated with every Borel function f : X → X is the tail equivalence relation E t (f ) on X, given by
When f is bijective, this is the usual orbit equivalence relation of f . The aperiodic part of a Borel function f : X → X is given by
It is straightforward to check that Aper(f ) is Borel and f |(X \ Aper(f )) is smooth. The equivalence relation E 0 on 2 N is given by
Theorem 2.4 (Boykin-Jackson) . Suppose that X is a zero-dimensional Polish space and f : X → X is a homeomorphism. Then there is a continuous embedding of E t (f ) into E 0 whose restriction to the aperiodic part of f is a Kakutani embedding into σ.
Lemma 2.5. There are clopen sets U n+1,k ⊆ X such that each of the sets of the form
Proof. Fix an enumeration V 0 , V 1 , . . . of a clopen basis for X, in which every set that appears does so infinitely often. We begin by setting U n,0 = ∅, for all n ∈ Z + . Suppose now that we have defined U n,0 , . . . , U n,k , for all n ∈ Z + . For n ≤ k, we obtain U n+1,k+1 from U n+1,k by adding the largest possible part of V k which is disjoint from the sets constructed thus far and for which U n+1,k+1 will be 2 n+1 -discrete. That is, we recursively define U n+1,k+1 = U n+1,k ∪ (V k \ W n+1,k ), where
For n > k, we simply set U n+1,k+1 = ∅.
It is clear from the construction that the sets U n+1 = S k∈N U n+1,k are 2 n+1 -discrete and pairwise disjoint. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that some U n+1 is not a maximal 2 n+1 -discrete subset of X \ S 1≤m≤n U m . Then there exists x ∈ X \ S 1≤m≤n+1 U m such that the set {x} ∪ U n+1 is 2 n+1 -discrete. It follows from the continuity of f that there is a least k ≥ n such that
follows that x ∈ W n,k , hence x ∈ U n+1,k+1 ⊆ U n+1 , the desired contradiction.
We only need the maximality of U n so as to ensure the following:
1≤m≤n U m , which contradicts the maximality of U n+1 .
Next, we define functions j n : X → N by
When f −jn(x) (x) ∈ U n , we say that x jumps into U n via f −jn(x) (x). We associate with each x ∈ U n the window x, f (x), . . . , f 3·2 n −1 (x) of points which could potentially jump into U n via x. We say that such a window is framed by stage k ≥ n if, at stage k of the construction of U n , we actually know which points of the window jump to U n via x. That is, we ask that
Note that this is a clopen condition. Let W n,k denote the set of x ∈ U n whose window is framed by stage k, define
We proceed now to the main construction. Fix an enumeration V 0 , V 1 , . . . of a clopen basis for X. We will use x(i) to denote χ Vi (x), and x|k to denote
where ⊕ denotes concatenation (and we abuse notation by identifying sequences of length 1 with their single entry).
Define
Intuitively, the strings ϕ k (x) are simply coding up larger and larger pieces of [x] f . Note, however, that [x] f cannot be recovered from these pieces alone, as the relevant offsets are also required. They are coded by the maps ψ k : X → 2 k+4 given by
. . .
where b(i) = σ i (0 ∞ ) denotes the reverse base 2 representation of i. We claim that the map π : X → 2 N , given by
is the desired Kakutani embedding. Before we check this, it will be convenient to describe first ≤ σ in a somewhat different fashion.
The reverse lexicographic ordering of 2 n is given by
, where δ(s, t) is the largest m < n for which s m = t m . We define ≤ 0 on 2 N by x ≤ 0 y ⇔ ∃n ∈ N (x|n ≤ 0 y|n and ∀m ≥ n (x m = y m )).
Now, a simple induction shows that if x, y ∈ 2 N are not eventually constant, then x ≤ σ y ⇔ x ≤ 0 y, and a casual inspection of the construction of π reveals that no point of its range is eventually constant. So it only remains to show the following: To see (2) , suppose that |[x] f | = ℵ 0 and x < f y, fix n ∈ N sufficiently large that no element of S m≥n U m lies ≤ f -between x and y, and note that if n k (x) ≥ n, then
it easily follows that π(x) < 0 π(y).
To see (3) , suppose that π(x)E 0 π(y), and fix k ∈ N sufficiently large that
, ϕ j (y) with the corresponding elements of (2 j ) 3·2 j , it follows that
for all j ≥ k, thus x = f i (y), and the theorem follows.
By combining Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, we obtain a still stronger result:
Theorem 2.7 (Boykin-Jackson). Suppose that f : X → X is a homeomorphism of a zero-dimensional Polish space and g : Y → Y is a non-smooth Borel automorphism of a Polish space. Then there is a continuous embedding of E t (f ) into E t (g) whose restriction to the aperiodic part of f is a Kakutani embedding into the restriction of g to its aperiodic part.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2.3 (which we shall see, via a generalization, in §3) produces a continuous function ϕ :
As the image of the embedding ψ : X → 2 N produced by the proof of Theorem 2.4 avoids the eventually constant sequences, it follows that π = ϕ • ψ is the desired embedding.
As a corollary, we now have the following fact (which we obtained some time before the more detailed analysis of Boykin-Jackson [1] was known): Theorem 2.8. There are exactly two ≡ K -classes of aperiodic Borel automorphisms on uncountable Polish spaces. In order of Kakutani embeddability, these are:
1. The smooth aperiodic Borel automorphisms.
2. The non-smooth aperiodic Borel automorphisms.
Proof. It is enough to show that every aperiodic Borel automorphism f : X → X can be Kakutani embedded into every non-smooth Borel automorphism g : Y → Y . By standard change of topology results (see, for example, §13 of Kechris [9] ), we can assume that f is a homeomorphism and X is zero-dimensional, and Theorem 2.7 then ensures the existence of a Kakutani embedding of f into g. Proof. Fix Kakutani embeddings ϕ and ψ of f A into g and g B into f , respectively. We proceed via a standard Schröder-Bernstein argument. We denote the saturation of a set C ⊆ X under f by To see that ψ is a Kakutani embedding of g B\D onto a complete section of f |(X \ C), simply observe that
We can describe also the Kakutani equivalence class of the non-smooth Borel automorphisms within the class of all aperiodic Borel functions: 
→ f , and observe that, by throwing out an f -invariant set on which f is smooth, we can assume that f B is a Borel automorphism of B, so σ ∼ =K f B by Theorem 2.9, thus σ ∼ =K f .
Conversely, suppose that σ ∼ =K f , and fix recurrent Borel complete sections A ⊆ 2 N and B ⊆ X such that σ A ∼ =B f B . Then σ A is injective, so f B is injective as well, thus f is essentially injective.
In light of the proof of Theorem 2.9, it is natural to ask if we are given two nonsmooth aperiodic Borel automorphisms, is there necessarily a Kakutani embedding of one onto a complete section of the other. Dougherty-Jackson-Kechris [3] have shown the weakening of Theorem 2.8, where Kakutani embeddability of f, g is replaced with embeddability of E t (f ), E t (g). In fact, the analogous question for embeddability has a positive answer: Proposition 2.12. Suppose that f, g are non-smooth aperiodic Borel automorphisms. Then one of E t (f ), E t (g) embeds onto a complete section of the other.
Proof. Given a Borel equivalence relation E on X, we say that a measure µ on X is E-invariant if every Borel automorphism h : X → X with graph(h) ⊆ E is µ-preserving, and we say that a measure µ on X is E-ergodic if every E-invariant Borel subset of X is µ-null or µ-conull. We use EI(E) to denote the set of atomless probability measures on X which are invariant and ergodic with respect to E. Lemma 2.13. Suppose that X is a Polish space, E is a non-smooth countable Borel equivalence relation on X, |EI(E)| = κ, and λ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ℵ 0 , 2 ℵ0 }. Then there is a Borel complete section B ⊆ X such that |EI(E|B)| = κ + λ.
Proof. By Theorem 1.1 of Harrington-Kechris-Louveau [6] , there is a continuous embedding π of E 0 into E. We denote the saturation of a set B ⊆ X under E by
It follows from the Lusin-Novikov uniformization theorem (see, for example, §18 of Kechris [9] ) that if B is Borel, then so too is [B] E . Fix a Borel set Y ⊆ 2 N of cardinality λ, and set
By reversing the roles of f, g if necessary, we can assume that f admits at least as many atomless invariant ergodic probability measures as g. By Lemma 2.13, there is a Borel complete section B ⊆ Y such that E t (f ), E t (g)|B admit the same number of atomless invariant ergodic probability measures. Moreover, the proof of Lemma 2.13 ensures that we can find such a B which intersects every equivalence class of E t (g) infinitely often. It then follows from Theorem 9.1 of Dougherty-JacksonKechris [3] that E t (f ) is Borel isomorphic to E t (g)|B, and any such isomorphism gives rise to the desired embedding.
Nevertheless, we have the following negative answer to our original question: Proposition 2.14. There is a σ-invariant Borel set B ⊆ 2 N such that neither of σ|B, σ|(2 N \ B) Kakutani embeds onto a complete section of the other.
Proof. Let µ denote the usual product measure on 2 N , and note that since µ is the unique invariant ergodic probability measure for σ, then for every σ-invariant Borel set B ⊆ 2 N , exactly one of σ|B, σ|(2 N \ B) admits an invariant ergodic probability measure. We will arrange things so that σ|B admits such a measure. This guarantees that σ|(2 N \ B) does not embed onto a complete section of σ|B, since µ|B could be pulled back through any such embedding.
We will need the following fact, which follows from Lemma 1.17 of JacksonKechris-Louveau [7] , or alternatively, from the proof of Lemma 2.5: Lemma 2.15. Every Borel automorphism of a Polish space admits a maximal kdiscrete Borel set.
For each n ∈ Z + , fix a maximal (n · 3 n )-discrete Borel set A n ⊆ X for σ, and set
Suppose, towards a contradiction, that π :
intersects every orbit of σ in a set with large gaps, i.e.,
As A is a complete section, there exists s ∈ 2 <N such that N s \ A is meager. Fix a σ-invariant comeager Borel set C ⊆ X such that N s ∩ C ⊆ A ∩ C, and note that
which contradicts ( †).
Remark 2.16. In fact, there are large collections of Borel automorphisms whose induced equivalence relations are Borel isomorphic, but for which no automorphism in the collection can be order-preservingly Borel embedded onto a complete section of any of the others. This follows from the deep results of Ornstein-Rudolph-Weiss [14] on the usual measure-theoretic notion of Kakutani equivalence.
Next we take care of the second goal of this section.
Theorem 2.17. All non-smooth free Borel R-flows are time-change isomorphic.
Proof. By a theorem of Wagh (see Nadkarni [13] ), every free Borel R-flow X admits a Borel complete section A ⊆ X which intersects every orbit in a ≤ X -discrete set.
Clearly such a section can be modified so as to ensure that its intersection with each orbit is of type Z, so that there is an aperiodic Borel automorphism f : A → A of the complete section which induces the same partial ordering of A as does the flow. Suppose now that Y is another free Borel R-flow, and either both X, Y are smooth or both X, Y are non-smooth. Build a Borel complete section B ⊆ Y and an aperiodic Borel automorphism g : B → B as before, and note that either both f, g are smooth or both f, g are non-smooth. It then follows from Theorem 2.9 that f, g are descriptive Kakutani equivalent, and this easily implies that X, Y are time-change isomorphic.
Remark 2.18. Suppose that X and Y are Borel R-flows, and set ϕ r (x) = r + x. We say that X and Y are C ∞ -time-change isomorphic if there are Borel functions π : X → Y and f : X × R → R such that, if we set f x (r) = f (x, r), then:
1. ∀x ∈ X (f x fixes 0 and is increasing and C ∞ ).
It is not hard to modify the above argument to show that any two non-smooth free Borel R-flows are C ∞ -time-change isomorphic.
Remark 2.19. The notion of C ∞ -time change isomorphism applies to all (not necessarily free) Borel R-flows. Using a theorem of D.E. Miller [12] , it is not difficult to classify all Borel R-flows up to C ∞ -time-change isomorphism. Let Fix(X) denote the set of orbits [x] R of cardinality 1, let Per(X) denote the set of orbits [x] R such that x ∈ X \ Fix(X) and ϕ r (x) = x, for some r ∈ R. Finally, let Aper(X) denote the set of orbits of X which do not appear in Fix(X) ∪ Per(X). Then two Borel Rflows X and Y are C ∞ -time-change isomorphic if and only if |Fix(
Finally, we remark that the sorts of results we have obtained in this section break down if we substantially strengthen the notion of Kakutani equivalence. If we require, for example, that the images of our embeddings have bounded gaps, then there are continuum-sized collections of Borel automorphisms which are incomparable, and the notion of embeddability becomes Σ 1 2 -complete (in the codes). Such issues will be further explored in a future paper of the first author.
Dichotomies for generalizations of the odometer
In this section, we prove Glimm-Effros style dichotomies which characterize the circumstances under which certain generalizations of the odometer Kakutani embed into a given Borel function.
We begin by describing our generalizations of the odometer. They are constructed from a tuple (I, s 0 , s 1 , . . .) which we refer to as a blueprint. Here we require that I is a finite set not containing 1, s n is in I × 2 n , and the following conditions are satisfied:
Given such a blueprint, we recursively construct partial functions σ I n on J × 2 n , where J = I ∪ {1}. We begin by setting D 0 = I and R 0 = {1}, and we then define σ
and define σ
and we define σ I : D I → R I by putting σ I (x) = y if there exists n ∈ N such that σ I n (x(0)x(1) . . . x(n)) = y(0)y(1) . . . y(n) and ∀m > n (x(m) = y(m)).
Remark 3.1. If I = {0} and s n = 0 n+1 , then σ I is simply the restriction of the odometer to the set 2 N \ {1 ∞ }.
We use E I 0 to denote the equivalence relation on J × 2 N given by Proof. A simple induction on n ∈ N shows that
It follows that if xE I 0 y, then there exists n ∈ N such that ∀m > n (x(m) = y(m)), so there exists j, k < 2 n+1 such that σ
As E I 0 -saturations of meager sets are meager, the following fact implies that σ I is not antichainable: Proof. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that B ⊆ X is a non-meager Borel σ Iantichain, and fix n ∈ N and s ∈ J × 2 n such that B is comeager in N s , thus
s which is not in R n , and find m > n and u ∈ 2 m−n such that s m = tu. Then
Fix su0x ∈ C, and note that su0x, su1x ∈ B and su0x ≤ σ I su1x, thus B is not a σ I -antichain, the desired contradiction.
The many-to-one generalizations of the odometer are not even of the form f a ⊕f l , where f a is antichainable and f l is essentially injective: Proposition 3.4. Suppose that |I| ≥ 2. Then every σ I -linear Borel set is meager.
Proof. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that B ⊆ X is a non-meager σ I -linear Borel set, and fix n ∈ N and s ∈ J × 2 n such that B is comeager in N s , thus
is an E I 0 -invariant comeager Borel set and N s ∩C ⊆ B ∩C. As |I| ≥ 2, by extending s if necessary, we can assume without loss of generality that there exists t ∈ R n such that t ≤ σ I n s. Find m > n and u ∈ 2 m−n such that tu = s m . Then
and since the successors of su0 under σ I m+1 are linearly ordered by
, it follows that su0 ≤ σ I m+1 su1 and su1 ≤ σ I m+1 su0. Fix su0x ∈ C, and note that su0x, su1x ∈ B, su0x ≤ σ I su1x, and su1x ≤ σ I su0x, thus B is not σ I -linear, the desired contradiction.
We will now embark upon the main technical result of this section, which characterizes the Borel functions f : X → X such that σ I K f (the notion of Kakutani embeddability generalizes in a straightforward fashion to partial functions). We use I to denote the σ-ideal generated by Borel f -antichains. Given a partial function σ * : D * → R * on a finite set S, we use Kak(σ * , f ) to denote the subset of X S which consists of all Kakutani embeddings of σ * into f , and we set
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that X is a Polish space and f : X → X is Borel. Then exactly one of the following holds:
2. There is a continuous Kakutani embedding of σ I into f .
Proof. To see that (1) and (2) It remains to check ¬(1) ⇒ (2). For each π ∈ Kak(σ I n+1 , f ), we use π 0 , π 1 to denote the Kakutani embeddings of σ
-positive k-extension, for some k > n.
Proof. Before getting to the main argument, we prove first a technical fact regarding the σ-ideal I. A set A ⊆ X is said to be nowhere recurrent if Proof. Suppose that A ⊆ X is a nowhere recurrent Σ 1 1 set. As the property of being nowhere recurrent is Π 1 1 on Σ 1 1 , the first reflection theorem (see, for example, Theorem 35.10 of Kechris [9] ) ensures the existence of a nowhere recurrent Borel set B ⊇ A. Observe now that the sets
for n ∈ N, are Borel f -antichains which cover B, thus A ∈ I.
,
, and observe that:
Fix a countable open basis U 0 , U 1 , . . . for X, and let F denote the family of all functions ϕ : {0, . . . , n} × (J × 2 n+1 ) → N which satisfy the following conditions:
Then for every π ∈ A k , there exists ϕ ∈ F such that π is in the set
, and observe that A ϕ is a k-extension of A .
A Souslin scheme for A ⊆ X is a sequence C s s∈N <N of closed sets such that
Associated with such a scheme is the sequence A s s∈N <N of Σ 1 1 sets given by
It is well known that a set A ⊆ X is Σ
n , such that:
(ii) A n+1 is an
-positive k-extension of A n , for some k > n.
We begin by fixing a function ϕ : I → N such that the set
is not in I σ I
0
. We fix also Souslin schemes C s t t∈N <N for A 0 (s) and set t s,0 = ∅, for each s ∈ J.
Suppose now that we have found A i , A s t , and t s,i , for i ≤ n, s ∈ 2 ≤i , and t ∈ N <N . By Lemma 3.6, there is a natural number k > n such that A n admits an I σ I n+1 -positive k-extension A . Fix t s,n+1 t s,n , for s ∈ J × 2 ≤n , such that
. For each s ∈ J × 2 n+1 , fix Souslin schemes C s t t∈N <N for A n+1 (s), and set t s,n+1 = ∅.
Observe now that for each x ∈ J × 2 N , the closed sets
, C
are decreasing and of vanishing diameter, thus we obtain a continuous function π : J × 2 N → X by setting π(x) = the unique element of
Note also that To see the π is a Kakutani embedding, we need first a pair of lemmas:
Lemma 3.9. Suppose that x, y ∈ J × 2 N and x < σ I y. Then π(x) < f π(y).
Proof. Fix i > 0 and n ∈ N such that
. . . y(n) and ∀m > n (x(m) = y(m)).
It is enough to show that, for each > 0, the points f j • π(x) and π(y) are of distance less than from one another. To see this, simply choose m ≥ n sufficiently large that diam(A n (y(0)y(1) · · · y(m))) < , and observe that both f j • π(x) and π(y) are in this set.
Lemma 3.10. Suppose that x, y ∈ J × 2 N and x(n) = y(n). Then
Proof. If i, j ≤ n, then condition (b) of the definition of k-extension implies that
It remains to check that if xE 0 y and x ≤ σ I y, then π(x) ≤ f π(y). Suppose, towards a contradiction, that there exists i ∈ N such that f i • π(x) = π(y). Fix n > i sufficiently large that ∀m > n (x(m) = y(m)), and observe that
and this contradiction completes the proof of the theorem.
For each n ∈ Z + , fix a blueprint (I n , s n 0 , s n 1 , . . .) with |I n | = n, and set σ n = σ In .
Theorem 3.11. Suppose that X is a Polish space and f : X → X is an aperiodic Borel function. Then exactly one of the following holds:
2. There is a continuous Kakutani embedding of σ 1 into f .
Proof. In light of Theorem 3.5, it is enough to show that
Of course, (⇒) is a triviality. To see (⇐), suppose that A ∈ I intersects the range of every element of Kak(σ I1 0 , f ), and observe that X \ A is an f -antichain, thus X ∈ I.
Theorem 3.11 allows us to tie together several different properties of Borel functions. We say that a set B ⊆ X is f -stable if f [B] ⊆ B. We use (N) N = {x ∈ N N : ∀i < j (x(i) = x(j))} to denote the set of injective sequences of natural numbers, and we use s (N) to denote the corresponding induced transformation s (N) N .
Theorem 3.12. Suppose that X is a Polish space and f : X → X is an aperiodic Borel function. Then the following are equivalent:
3. There is a decreasing sequence B 0 ⊇ B 1 ⊇ · · · of stable Borel complete sections with empty intersection.
Moreover, if the function f is countable-to-one, then these are equivalent to:
Proof. To see (1) ⇔ (2), simply note that σ ≡ K σ 1 , and appeal to Theorem 3.11. To see (1) ⇒ (3), suppose that A 0 , A 1 , . . . ⊆ X are Borel f -antichains such that X = S n∈N A n , and observe that the sets of the form
yield a decreasing sequence of f -stable Borel complete sections with empty intersection. To see (3) ⇒ (1), suppose that B 0 ⊇ B 1 ⊇ · · · are f -stable Borel complete sections with empty intersection, and observe that the sets
are Borel f -antichains which cover X. Suppose now that f is countable-to-one. It is clear that (5) ⇒ (1), since the s (N) -antichains A n = {x ∈ (N) N : x(0) = n} can be pulled back through any Kakutani embedding. To see (1) ⇒ (4), fix a partition A n n∈N of X into Borel f -antichains, and let ϕ(x) be the unique n ∈ N such that x ∈ A n . By Theorem 7.6 of Kechris-Solecki-Todorčević [10] , there is a countable generator for f , i.e., there is a Borel function ψ : X → N such that
Fix a bijection ·, · of N × N with N, and define π :
It is clear that π is an embedding of f into s (N) . As (4) trivially implies (5), this completes the proof of the theorem.
We close this section with one more dichotomy:
Theorem 3.13. Suppose that X is a Polish space and f : X → X is an aperiodic Borel function. Then exactly one of the following holds:
1. f is of the form f a ⊕f l , where f a is antichainable and f l is essentially injective.
2. There is a continuous Kakutani embedding of σ 2 into f .
Proof. Let J denote the family of sets which are contained in a set of the form A ∪ B, where A ∈ I and B is an f -linear Borel set. It is easily verified that J is a σ-ideal. In light of Theorem 3.5, it is enough to show that
To see (⇒), simply note that if X ∈ J , then there is an f -linear Borel set B ⊆ X such that X \B ∈ I, and clearly the range of every element of Kak(σ I2 0 , f ) intersects X \ B. To see (⇐), fix a Borel set A ∈ I which intersects the domain of every element of Kak(σ I2 0 , f ), and note that X \ A is linear, thus X ∈ J .
Maximality of many-to-one odometers
Given a partial function σ * on a Polish space X * , we say that f Kakutani embeds into σ * , or f K σ * , if f Kakutani embeds into the restriction of σ * to the set Aper(σ * ) = Aper(σ|{x ∈ X * : ∀n ∈ N (x ∈ dom(σ n * ))}).
In this section, we show that σ 2 is K -maximal for countable-to-one aperiodic Borel functions, and use this to describe its Kakutani equivalence class. Proof. Suppose that σ * : D * → R * is a partial function on a finite set S. For s ∈ S and T ⊆ S, the σ * -distance from s to T is given by
We say that a set T ⊆ S is σ * -extendable if
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The f -meet of E t (f )-related points x 0 , x 1 ∈ X is given by
We set also x 0 ∨ f x 1 = ∞ whenever (x 0 , x 1 ) ∈ E t (f ). A finite set C ⊆ X is f -convex if it is contained in a single E t (f )-class and whenever x 0 , x 1 ∈ C and For each x ∈ C, let i(x) denote the unique i ∈ {1, 2} such that x ∈ C i . An n-solution to the m-extension problem (C, C 1 , C 2 , π 1 , π 2 ) is a pair (t 1 , t 2 ), where
Lemma 4.2. For each m ∈ N, there exists n ≥ m such that every m-extension problem has an n-solution.
Proof. As there are essentially only finitely many m-extension problems, we need only show that for every m-extension problem (C, C 1 , C 2 , π 1 , π 2 ), there exists n ∈ N such that there is an n-solution. By reversing the roles of C 1 , C 2 if necessary, we can assume that there exists x ∈ C 1 with f (x) ∈ C 2 . By the extendability of
Fix a natural number m ≥ m and t ∈ 2 m −m such that
st1. Fix a natural number m > m and w ∈ 2 m −(m +1) such that s m = u0w, and put n = m + 1. As m < n, it follows that
Thus (0 n−m , t1w1) is the desired n-solution.
Set J 2 = I 2 ∪ {1}, and fix natural numbers 0 = k 0 , k 1 , . . . such that every (k n + n )-extension problem has a k n+1 -solution, where n = n · |J 2 × 2 kn |.
Lemma 4.3. There are finite Borel equivalence relations F 0 ⊆ F 1 ⊆ · · · such that:
Proof. The idea of the proof is to pick a sequence of finite Borel equivalence relations E 0 ⊆ E 1 ⊆ · · · whose union is E t (f ) and then let F n be the equivalence relation whose classes are the connected components of E n . However, this might violate condition (3), so we must be careful to slow the process down. By Corollary 8.2 of Dougherty-Jackson-Kechris [3] , there are finite Borel equivalence relations ∆(X) = F 0 ⊆ F 1 ⊆ · · · such that E t (f ) = S n∈N F n . We will use these to build the desired equivalence relations F n by induction on n, beginning with F 0 = ∆(X). We will additionally ensure that, for all n ∈ N,
Suppose that we have already found
, and ( †), up to n. We say that a set C ⊆ X is active (at stage n) if there exists k ∈ N such that the following conditions hold:
(a) C is an equivalence class of F k+1 .
Fix a Borel linear ordering ≤ of X, and for each such class C, let
and let F n+1 be the smallest equivalence relation containing F n such that ∀k ∈ N ∀C ∈ X/F k+1 (C is active ⇒ x C F n+1 f (x C )).
As each F n -class is f -convex, it follows that each F n+1 -class is f -convex. As any two distinct active classes are necessarily disjoint, it follows from ( †) at stage n that each F n+1 -class is the union of two F n -classes. To see ( †) at stage n + 1, fix k ∈ N and x ∈ X such that (x, f (x)) ∈ F k \ F n+1 , and observe that ( †) at stage n ensures that [x] F k is F n -invariant. As any active
It remains to check that F = S n∈N F n is E t (f ). Suppose, towards a contradiction, that this is not the case, fix k ∈ N least such that F k ⊆ F , and fix
Without loss of generality, we can assume that X = 2 N . We will recursively construct Borel functions π n : X → J 2 × 2 kn such that
kn ) and has extendable range), beginning with the map π 0 : X → J 2 given by π 0 (x) = 1.
Suppose now that we have π n : X → J 2 × 2 kn . Associate with each x ∈ X the function ϕ n (x) : J 2 × 2 kn → 2 n given by
As n = n · |J 2 × 2 kn |, we can think of ϕ n as a map from X into 2 n . As xF n y ⇒ ϕ n (x) = ϕ n (y), it follows that the map y → π n (y)ϕ n (y) is a Kakutani embedding
with extendable range. Otherwise, we can find (
Fn , in which case there are sequences t i ∈ 2 kn+1−(kn+ n) such that the map y → π n (y)ϕ n (y)ψ n (y), where
kn+1 with extendable range. It follows that there is an F n -invariant Borel function ψ n : X → 2 kn+1−(kn+ n) such that the map π n+1 (x) = π n (x)ϕ n (x)ψ n (x) is as desired.
Define now π :
We will show that π is the desired Kakutani embedding of f into σ 2 . We note first the following lemma:
Proof. Fix n ∈ N such that xF n y. Then π n (x) < σ It remains to check that π(x) ≤ σ2 π(y) ⇒ x ≤ f y. We can assume that x = y. Fix n ∈ N sufficiently large that (x|n = 0 n or y|n = 0 n ) and ∀m ≥ n (ϕ m (x) = ϕ m (y) and ψ m (x) = ψ m (y)).
We will assume that x|n = 0 n , as the other case is handled in the same fashion. As x|n = [ϕ n (y)](π n (x)) = 0 n , it follows that there exists z ∈ [y] Fn such that π n (x) = π n (z). It follows that π m (x) = π m (z) for all m ≥ n, thus
= z, so xF n y. As π(x) ≤ σ2 π(y), it follows that π n (x) ≤ σ I kn π n (y), thus x ≤ f y.
As a corollary, we obtain the following: Theorem 4.5. The Kakutani equivalence class of σ 2 consists precisely of the essentially countable-to-one aperiodic Borel functions which are not of the form f a ⊕ f l , where f a is antichainable and f l is essentially injective.
Proof. Suppose that f : X → X is an aperiodic Borel function such that σ 2 ∼ =K f , and fix recurrent Borel complete sections A ⊆ J 2 × 2 N and B ⊆ X such that (σ 2 ) A ∼ =B f B . As σ 2 is countable-to-one, so is (σ 2 ) A , thus f is essentially countableto-one. If f is of the form f a ⊕ f l , where f a is antichainable and f l is essentially injective, then the σ-ideal J contains X, thus the same holds of (σ 2 ) A , and therefore σ 2 , which contradicts Propositions 3.3 and 3.4.
Conversely, if f is an essentially countable-to-one aperiodic Borel function which is not of the form f a ⊕ f l , where f a is antichainable and f l is essentially injective, then we can fix a recurrent Borel complete section B ⊆ X such that f B is countableto-one and also not of this form. Theorem 3.13 then ensures that σ 2 K f B , and since f B K σ 2 by Theorem 4.1, it follows from Lemma 2.10 that σ 2 ∼ =K f .
The shift on [N]
N In this section, we study Kakutani equivalence and embeddability of s [N] .
While there is a natural strategy for embedding s [N] directly, it will simplify matters to work instead with the map σ ⊥ : 2
Before getting to our main result, we note first several results regarding the relationship between these two maps, beginning with the following:
It is clear that π is injective, and for all (x, m) ∈ 2 N × N, we have that
Conversely, if π(x 0 ) < σ ⊥ π(x 1 ), then there exists n ∈ N such that It then follows that there is a positive k ∈ N such that n = ( The obvious induction gives that ∀n ∈ N (x 1 (n) = x 0 (n + k)), so σ k ⊥ (x 0 ) = x 1 , and hence x 0 < σ ⊥ x 1 . As π is injective, it follows that π is a Kakutani embedding.
Given a Borel function f : X → X, we say that a set B ⊆ X has f -bounded gaps if there exists n ∈ N such that ∀x ∈ B ∃1 ≤ i ≤ n (f i (x) ∈ B). The proof of Proposition 5.1 shows that σ ⊥ B s [N] . Also, Lemma 2. 
Proof. For each x ∈ [N]
N , let rng(x) = {x(n) : n ∈ N}. By the Galvin-Prikry Theorem (see, for example, §19 of Kechris [9] ), there exists
The Borel chromatic number of an aperiodic Borel function f : X → X, denoted by χ B (f ), is the least κ ≤ ℵ 0 for which there is a Borel function c : X → κ such that ∀x ∈ X (c(x) = c • f (x)). Theorem 5.1 of Kechris-Solecki-Todorčević [10] ensures that χ B (f ) exists and has value 1, 2, 3, or ℵ 0 . Note that, as B has bounded gaps, there exists n ∈ N such that (σ ⊥ ) B is ≤ n-to-1, so Proposition 4.6 of Kechris-Solecki-Todorčević [10] implies that χ B ((σ ⊥ ) B ) < ℵ 0 . On the other hand, as noted in Example 3.2 of Kechris-Solecki-Todorčević [10] , the Galvin-Prikry Theorem implies that χ B (s [N] ) = ℵ 0 . It only remains to note that if
We are now ready for the main result of this section:
Theorem 5.5. Suppose that X is a Polish space and f : X → X is an aperiodic Borel function. Then exactly one of the following holds:
2. There is a continuous Kakutani embedding of σ ⊥ into f .
Proof. To see that (1) and (2) are mutually exclusive suppose, towards a contradiction, that A ⊆ X is an f -linear recurrent Borel complete section and there is a Kakutani embedding π of σ ⊥ into f . Then the set
→ f ) is a σ ⊥ -linear stable Borel complete section. For each x ∈ 2 N , let n(x) be the least natural number such that there exists y ∈ [s n(x) (x)] E0 with (y, n(x)) ∈ B. Then the set C = {0 n(y) y ∈ 2 N : (y, n(y)) ∈ B} is a Borel transversal of E 0 , the desired contradiction.
It remains to check ¬(1) ⇒ (2). We use s n : 2 ≤n \ {∅} → 2 <n to denote the shift
x(i)
→ f ] f is Borel. We will use K to denote the σ-ideal generated by the sets of the form [B] f , where B ⊆ X is an f -linear Borel set. We use K n to denote the σ-ideal of sets A ⊆ Kak(s n , f ) such that A (∅) ∈ K .
Proof. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that each A (k0,k1) is in K n+1 , and fix an f -invariant Borel set B ∈ K such that
∈ B}, and observe that , it follows from the first reflection theorem (see, for example, Theorem 35.10 of Kechris [9] ) that there is an f -linear Borel set C ⊇ f n [A (∅)], so A ∈ K n , thus A ∈ K n , the desired contradiction.
Fix k 0 , k 1 > n such that A (k0,k1) / ∈ K n+1 , and note that
Fix a countable open basis U 0 , U 1 , . . . for X, and let F denote the family of all functions ϕ : {0, . . . , n} × 2 ≤n+1 → N such that
Then for every π ∈ A (k0,k1) , there exists ϕ ∈ F such that π is in the set
Fix ϕ ∈ F such that A ϕ ∈ K n+1 , and note that A ϕ is a (k 0 , k 1 )-extension of A .
We will next construct Σ 1 1 sets A n ⊆ Kak(s n , f ), which serve as approximations to the desired embedding. We will simultaneously find natural numbers k n 0 , k n 1 > n, Souslin schemes C s,n t t∈N <N for A n (s), and finite sequences of natural numbers t s,n n t s,n n+1 · · · , for n ∈ N and s ∈ 2 ≤n , such that:
We begin by setting A 0 = Kak(s 0 , f ). Note that A 0 ∈ K 0 , since otherwise we can find f -linear Borel sets B n ⊆ X such that X = S n∈N [B n ] f , and then the set
is an f -linear Borel complete section, which contradicts our assumption that f is not essentially injective. We fix also a Souslin scheme C ∅,0 t t∈N <N for A 0 (∅) and we set t 
, for s ∈ 2 <≤n+1 and i < |s|, such that Note also that
and since diam(A i+m (x|i)) → 0 as i → ∞, it follows that m 1 ) , it is sufficient to observe the following:
As n ∈ N was arbitrary, it follows that
, for all i ≤ n and n ∈ N sufficiently large, thus π(x 0 , m 0 ) ≤ f π(x 1 , m 1 ).
1. f is smooth.
At least one of
Proof. As every smooth aperiodic Borel function is both antichainable and essentially injective, it follows from Theorems 3.12 and 5.9 that (1) and (2) are mutually exclusive. To see that ¬(2) ⇒ (1), Theorems 3.12 and 5.9 ensure that it is enough to observe the following:
Lemma 5.11. Suppose that X is a Polish space and f : X → X is an aperiodic Borel function which is antichainable and essentially injective. Then f is smooth.
Proof. Fix a partition A n n∈N of X into Borel f -antichains, as well as an f -linear Borel complete section A ⊆ X, and observe that the set
We have also the following trichotomy:
Theorem 5.12. Suppose that X is a Polish space and f : X → X is an aperiodic non-smooth Borel function. Then exactly one of the following holds:
2. f is essentially injective.
Proof. Lemma 5.11 ensures that (1) and (2) are mutually exclusive, Theorem 3.12 ensures that (1) and (3) are mutually exclusive, and Theorem 5.9 ensures that (2) and (3) are mutually exclusive. If (1) fails, then Theorem 3.12 implies that there is a Kakutani embedding π : 2 N → X of σ into f . If (2) also fails, then Theorem 5.9 implies that there is a Kakutani embedding of
We see next a maximality property of the shift: Theorem 5.13. Suppose that X is a Polish space and f : X → X is an aperiodic Borel function. Then the following are equivalent:
1. f has finite initial segments.
Proof. It is clear that (2) ⇒ (3) ⇒ (1), so we shall focus on (1) ⇒ (2). We can assume, without loss of generality, that X = 2 N . For each y ≤ f x, let d(y, x) be the unique n ∈ N such that f n (y) = x, and define ρ : X → N by
Fix a Borel linear ordering ≤ of X, and for each x ∈ X, let k(x) be the unique natural number such that x is the k(x)
. Set T (x) = {s(y, x) : y ≤ f x}, associate with each t ∈ T (x) the unique x(t) ≤ f x such that s(x(t), x) = t, and define ϕ(x) :
T is a finite tree}, let F n denote the set of functions from T to 2 n , where T ∈ T n , put F = S n∈N F n , and fix an injection i :
Finally, define π :
It follows from the defining property of i that the image of ϕ is contained in [N] N , and it is clear from the definition that π is injective and π • f = s [N] • π.
The shift satisfies also a similar theorem for Kakutani reducibility:
Theorem 5.14. Suppose that X is a Polish space and f : X → X is an aperiodic Borel function. Then the following are equivalent:
1. f essentially has finite initial segments.
Proof. To see (2) ⇒ (1), simply note that if f ≤ K s [N] , then there is a stable Borel complete section B ⊆ X such that f B has finite initial segments, so f essentially has finite initial segments.
To see (1) ⇒ (2), suppose that B ⊆ X is a recurrent Borel complete section such that f B has finite initial segments. Then the stable set
→ f is Borel, since each positive power of f is finite-to-one on B. We claim that f C also has finite initial segments. To see this suppose, towards a contradiction, that there exists x ∈ C such that the set S = {y ∈ C : y ≤ f x} is infinite. For each y ∈ S, fix y ≤ f y in B. As f B has finite initial segments, it follows that the set {y : y ∈ S} is finite, thus there exists z ∈ B and an infinite set T ⊆ S such that ∀y ∈ T (y = z). Then ∀y ∈ T (z ≤ f y ≤ f x), which contradicts the fact that only finitely many points are ≤ f -between z and x. Theorem 5.13 now implies that
We can now describe the Kakutani equivalence class of the shift:
Theorem 5.15. The Kakutani equivalence class of s [N] consists precisely of the non-smooth aperiodic Borel functions which essentially have finite initial segments.
Proof. Suppose first that f : X → X is an non-smooth aperiodic Borel function and B ⊆ X is an s [N] -recurrent Borel complete section such that f B has finite initial segments. Theorem 5.13 implies that f B K s [N] . As f B is non-smooth and antichainable, it follows from Lemma 5.11 that f B is not essentially injective, and Theorem 5.9 then implies that N and B ⊆ X such that s A ∼ =B f B . As s [N] has finite initial segments, so too does s A , and it follows that f essentially has finite initial segments, which completes the proof of the theorem.
Along similar lines, we have the following: Theorem 5.16. The Kakutani equivalence class of σ ⊕s [N] consists precisely of the aperiodic Borel functions of the form f i ⊕ f l , where f i is non-smooth and essentially has finite initial segments and f l is non-smooth and essentially injective.
Proof. This follows easily from Theorems 2.11 and 5.15.
Ranks on antichainable functions
We will in this section attempt to provide a more detailed picture of the Kakutani equivalence classes of antichainable Borel functions. We shall actually make some distinctions even between Kakutani equivalent functions that point towards a more detailed classification program. These distinctions come from classical ranks on trees, which we will now introduce.
For α < ω 1 a limit ordinal, we define the following spaces:
It is easy to check that these are G δ subsets of α N which are recurrent under the shift on ω N 1 . We can therefore define the functions induced by the shift on these sets and denote them by s α , s [α] , and s α respectively. Then s α , s [α] , and s α are continuous when the spaces s α , s [α] , and s α are equipped with the induced Polish topology for which a basis of open sets is given by N ξ0ξ1...ξn = {(β m ) : β 0 = ξ 0 , . . . , β n = ξ n }, where ξ 0 ξ 1 . . . ξ n is any finite sequence of ordinals. For simplicity of notation we will denote the orderings ≤ s [α] , ≤ s α , and ≤ s α by ≤ s .
The functions s α , s [α] , and s α are, in fact, mostly interesting only for indecomposable ordinals, i.e., those α < ω 1 that cannot be written as the ordinal sum of two strictly smaller ordinals, or equivalently, those α < ω 1 such that every final segment of α is isomorphic to α. This is seen by the following reasoning.
When γ < ω 1 is a decomposable limit ordinal, there are limit ordinals β < α < γ such that α + β = γ. We claim that in this case, there is an
N : x 0 ≥ α}, and C = A B. Then s [γ] [C] ⊆ C. Fix an order-preserving injection π : γ \ α → α, and define ϕ :
N by ϕ(x) n = ξ + 2k if x n = ξ + k, for ξ limit and x ∈ A, π(ξ) + 2k + 1 if x n = ξ + k, for ξ limit and x ∈ B.
Then C is a Borel complete section for s [γ] , ϕ is injective, and ϕ conjugates s C with
. This shows that there exists α < γ for which we can reduce s [γ] to s [α] by going to a stable Borel complete section, and the same holds for s γ and s γ . We shall later see that this is not possible once we assume γ to be indecomposable.
Assume that f : X → X is a countable-to-one, aperiodic Borel function. By the Lusin-Novikov uniformization theorem, we can find a Borel function a : X → N such that a| f −1 (x) is injective, for all x ∈ X. Then, for every n ∈ N, we define
We set also σ(x, x) = ∅. Let now Tr N = {T ⊆ N <N : ∀t ∈ T ∀s ⊆ t (s ∈ T )} be the set of trees on N, where s ⊆ t is the relation of end-extension of finite strings, and define a Borel map T : X → Tr N by letting T x = {σ(x, y) : y ∈ S n≥0 f −n (x)}.
Definition 6.1. Let f : X → X be an aperiodic, countable-to-one Borel transformation. We say that f is wellfounded if there is no infinite sequence (x n ) such that f (x n+1 ) = x n . This is clearly equivalent to demanding that the relation < f is wellfounded, or that the tree T x is wellfounded, for all x ∈ X.
When f is wellfounded, the set {T x ∈ Tr N : x ∈ X} is an analytic set of wellfounded trees and hence the rank of wellfoundedness must be bounded below ω 1 (see, for example, §31 of Kechris [9] ). We let ρ : Tr N → ω 1 ∪ {∞} denote the coanalytic rank of wellfoundedness and write ρ(x) instead of the formally correct ρ(T x ). Then sup x∈X ρ(x) is called the ρ-rank of f . Let D : Tr N → Tr N be the corresponding derivation on trees, D(T ) = {s ∈ T : ∃t ∈ T (s t)}.
Lemma 6.2. Let α < ω 1 be a limit ordinal and
Proof. The proof is by transfinite induction on ξ = x 0 . N with respect to < s , so ρ(x) = 0. -Assume that the result holds for all y ∈ [α] N with y 0 < ξ, and that x ∈ [α] N is given with x 0 = ξ. If z < s x, then z 0 < x 0 = ξ, whence ρ(z) < ξ. So all predecessors of x have rank < ξ, and hence ρ(x) ≤ ξ. Conversely, for any η < ξ, z = ηˆx < s x and z 0 = η < ξ, so ρ(z) = η < ρ(x). Therefore, ρ(x) = sup z<sx (ρ(z) + 1) = ξ. Corollary 6.3. For α < ω 1 limit, s [α] is aperiodic, countable-to-one and wellfounded of rank α.
Proposition 6.4. Let α < ω 1 be a limit. s α is wellfounded of rank α and if f : X → X is an aperiodic, countable-to-one Borel transformation, wellfounded of rank α, then f B s α .
Proof. Since s α contains s [α] as a subfunction, its ρ-rank must be at least that of s [α] , namely α. On the other hand, a simple transfinite induction as in the proof of Lemma 6.2 shows that s α has ρ-rank at most α. Now fix f : X → X as in the statement of the proposition. Notice first that as ρ is bounded on X, it only takes countably many values and thus ρ : X → α is Borel, when α is taken discrete. Pick a countable generator χ : X → Z + for f and define ϕ :
Since the sequence (ρ(f n (x))) n is strictly increasing, the values of χ(x), χ(f (x)), χ(f 2 (x)), . . . can be decoded from ϕ(x). As χ is a generator for f , we see that ϕ is injective. Thus to show that ϕ is an embedding, we need to see that it conjugates f with s α . But, as ρ(x) < ρ(f (x)) < ρ(f 2 (x)) < . . ., we have
We can also easily see that s α B s [ω·α] . For if x ∈ α N , we can write x in the form β 0 β
Clearly ϕ is injective, and it is easy to see that it conjugates s α with s [ω·α] . Proposition 6.5. Suppose X is a Polish space and f : X → X is a countable-toone, aperiodic and antichainable Borel function. Then there is an f -recurrent Borel complete section A ⊆ X such that f A B s ω . By consequence, if s ω K f , then s ω ∼ =K f and, in particular, s ω ∼ =K s (ω) .
Proof. Let π : X → N be a partition of X into Borel f -antichains and let A = {x ∈ X : ∀n > 0 π(x) < π(f n (x))}. Clearly A is an f -recurrent Borel complete section and one easily checks that f A is wellfounded of rank ω. By Proposition 6.4, f A B s ω . The last remarks follow from Lemma 2.10 and the fact that s ω is a subfunction of s (ω) .
Recall that a tree T ⊆ N <N is called perfect if it is non-empty and for all s ∈ T , there are t ⊇ s, r ⊇ s in T such that t ⊥ r, i.e., t ⊆ r and r ⊆ t. We say that an aperiodic, countable-to-one Borel function f : X → X is imperfect if for all x ∈ X, the tree T x has no perfect subtree.
The set of imperfect trees is a coanalytic set associated with the derivation I : Tr N → Tr N given by I(T ) = {s ∈ T ∃t, r ∈ T (s ⊆ t & s ⊆ r & t ⊥ r)}. We let θ : Tr N → ω 1 ∪ {∞} be the corresponding coanalytic rank. Thus, for imperfect f : X → X we can define the θ-rank of f to be the smallest limit ordinal which is greater than θ(T x ), for all x ∈ X.
We should also explicitly mention the rather obvious fact that if f K g then ρ(f ) ≤ ρ(g) and θ(f ) ≤ θ(g). This is because a Kakutani embedding is an embedding of the orders ≤ f and ≤ g with respect to which the ranks can be defined. Lemma 6.6. Let α < ω 1 be a limit and let x ∈ [α] N be such that x 0 = λ is a limit ordinal. Then θ(x) = x 0 .
Proof. The proof is by transfinite induction on limit ordinals ξ = x 0 . Notice first that as
N . Thus, to show that θ(x) = x 0 , it is enough to show that θ(x) ≥ x 0 . -Assume that x 0 = λ+ω, for λ = 0 or λ a limit ordinal. We show that θ(x) ≥ λ+k, for all finite k. Fix k and find an injection m : 2 ≤k → N such that t ⊆ r ⇒ m t ≥ m r . Then, if we let x r = (λ + m r , λ + m r |r|−1 , . . . , λ + m r 1 )ˆx, for r = ∅ and x ∅ = x, the map r → x r is an embedding of 2 ≤k with the reverse extension relation ⊇ into {y ∈ [α] N : y ≤ s x} with the ordering ≤ s . In the case that λ = 0, we have that θ(x) ≥ k, as 2 ≤k has θ-rank k + 1. Otherwise, suppose the result holds for λ, and for each r ∈ 2 k , notice that then θ(x r ) ≥ λ. Thus, we easily see that θ(x) ≥ λ + k. -Assume that x 0 = λ is a limit of limit ordinals (λ n ) and that the lemma holds for all smaller limit ordinals. Then θ(x) ≥ sup n θ(λ nˆx ) = sup n λ n = λ. Corollary 6.7. For α < ω 1 indecomposable, s [α] is aperiodic, countable-to-one and imperfect of rank α.
Proof. Since α is indecomposable, it is a limit of limits, whereby Lemma 6.6 shows that s [α] has θ-rank at least α. Since the ρ-rank majorizes the θ-rank, we see that s [α] has θ-rank α.
Proposition 6.8. For α < ω 1 indecomposable, s α and s α are aperiodic, countable-to-one and imperfect of rank α.
Proof. Since s [α] is a subfunction of s α and s α is an induced function of s α , the latter two have θ-rank at least α. A simple transfinite induction along the lines of the proof of Lemma 6.2 will now show that the θ-rank of s α is equal to α, and this therefore also holds for s α . Definition 6.12. Let X and Y be Polish spaces and f : X → X, g : Y → Y aperiodic Borel functions. We say that f is Kakutani reducible to g, or f ≤ K g, if there is a f -stable Borel complete section A ⊆ X such that f A K g.
We notice first that, as we demand A to be f -stable and not only recurrent, the notion of Kakutani reducibility is transitive, and thus a quasiorder. Moreover, by Lemma 2.10, the equivalence relation induced by ≤ K is finer than Kakutani equivalence.
In contrast to the case of Kakutani equivalence, where the whole hierarchy of antichainable functions collapses above s ω (see Proposition 6.5), the structure of antichainable Borel functions is non-trivial under the stratification given by Kakutani reducibility.
Let us first mention the obvious fact that
. Moreover, for α ≤ β, s [α] ≤ K s [β] , and similarly for s α and s α . N is meager, then so is its saturation with respect to E t (s [α] ). To see this, notice first that if C ⊆ [α]
N and s [α] [C] is non-meager, then there is some ξ < α such that G = s [α] [N ξ ∩ C] = {x ∈ [α] ω : ξˆx ∈ C} is non-meager. Let A ξ = {x ∈ [α] N : min n x n > ξ}, which is open, and notice that x ∈ A ξ → ξˆx ∈ N ξ is continuous and open. Thus, as G ⊆ A ξ is non-meager, also ξˆG ⊆ C is nonmeager. This shows that if C is meager, then so is s [α] [C]. So if B is meager, then so is N : min n x n > ξ n }. Since α is indecomposable, ξ n + α = α and thus [α] N is naturally homeomorphic to {x ∈ [α] N : min n x n > ξ n } by a map that conjugates the shift. So by restricting our attention to {x ∈ [α] N : min n x n > ξ n }, we can assume that A is comeager in [α] N .
Consider now B = [α]
N \ A, which is meager and hence has meager saturation. This means that we can find some comeager A ⊆ A, which is saturated with respect to the equivalence relation E t (s [α] We should mention that the non-embeddability goes even further. For if α < ω 1 is indecomposable and A ⊆ [α]
N is an s [α] -stable Borel set, then (A, < s ) is wellfounded of rank α, and hence there is no homomorphism of this ordering into any wellfounded ordering of rank < α. (Recall that a homomorphism between two orderings < and < is a function ϕ such that x < y ⇒ ϕ(x) < ϕ(y).)
Now, by an argument almost identical to the proof of Proposition 6.13, we can prove that s A is illfounded, for all s α -stable Borel complete sections A ⊆ α N and indecomposable α < ω 1 , and thus get the following result.
Proposition 6.15. Let α < ω 1 be indecomposable. Then s α ≤ K s β , for all countable β, and s ξ < K s α , for all ξ < α.
Corollary 6.16. For all countable α, s α < K s (ω) .
In a response to a query by the authors, John Clemens originally devised a finite-to-one (in fact, two-to-one) Borel function, which is antichainable, but whose restriction to any stable Borel complete section is illfounded. The function s ω is a slight variation of his example, but still has these properties.
Although, by Proposition 6.5, any countable-to-one antichainable Borel function into which s ω Kakutani embeds is equivalent to s ω , the collapse of the hierarchy of antichainable functions does not go further. To see this, note first that Theorem 5.14 ensures that if A ⊆ X is an f -recurrent Borel complete section such that f A K s [ω] , then already f ≤ K s [ω] . We then have the following: We see that though the hierarchy of antichainable Borel functions under Kakutani reducibility is not trivial, we have so far only found antichains of size two and, moreover, the hierarchy seems to be wellfounded. Perhaps due to the meager insight we have obtained, the following seems quite plausible. Possibly the results of A. Louveau and J. Saint-Raymond [11] on Borel linear orders under embeddability would be adaptable to this context.
We close this section with the following summary of our results:
Theorem 6.20. Every countable-to-one, aperiodic Borel function on a Polish space is Kakutani equivalent to a function from one of the following classes:
1. The smooth Borel functions.
2. The odometer σ. 5. The shift s (ω) on injective sequences of natural numbers.
6. The disjoint sum σ ⊕ s (ω) .
